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Abstract—Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is a delivery model
whose basic idea is to provide applications to the customer
on demand over the Internet. In contrast to similar but
older approaches, SaaS promotes multi-tenancy as a tool to
exploit economies of scale. This means that a single application
instance serves multiple customers.
However, a major throwback of SaaS is the customers’ hesitation of sharing infrastructure, application code, or data
with other tenants. This is due to the fact that one of the
major threats of multi-tenancy is information disclosure due
to a system malfunction, system error, or aggressive actions
by individual users. So far the only approach in research to
counteract on this hesitation has been to enhance the isolation between tenants using the same instance. Our approach
(presented in earlier work) tackles this hesitation differently.
It allows customers to choose if or even with whom they want
to share the application. The approach enables the customer
to make that choice not just for the entire application but
speciﬁcally for individual application components (AC). One
of the challenges towards the realization of a mixed-tenancy
platform is the capturing of customer requirements. This is
why the focus of this paper is to present an approach that
enables tenants to express their unique deployment needs. This
approach is realized using Semantic Web technologies.

Figure 1.

Architectural Overview

is decreased. However, one of the major threats of MT
Applications is information disclosure due to data breach
[2]. This may occur through a system error, malfunction, or
destructive action. So far this problem has only been tackled
by proposing new approaches to implement and improve the
tenant isolation on a single instance.
The approach of this work, however, is different as it
strives to solve the problem by ﬁnding a hybrid solution
between multi-tenancy and single-tenancy, that we call
mixed-tenancy. The approach tries to emphasis both the
customers’ concerns about sharing infrastructure as well as
the operator’s desire to utilize infrastructure as efﬁciently
as possible. The approach that is supposed to answer these
questions starts by building an MT application based on the
concept of Service-oriented Architecture (SOA). This means
the so-called composite SaaS-Applications are composed of
a number of application components (AC) that each offer
atomic functionality. The approach enables the customer to
choose if or even with whom they want to share a speciﬁc
AC. This way customers may declare their requirements
toward a deployment of their application variant.
As an example please refer to ﬁgure 1. It illustrates a
setting in which six tenants are using an application that is
composed of three ACs. Example requirements that would
be possible are:
1) AC 1 is not handling any critical data, thus all tenants
feel comfortable to share instances.
2) AC 2, however, handles semi-sensitive data. Thus,
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is a delivery model whose
basic idea is to provide applications to the customer on
demand over the Internet. In contrast to similar but older
approaches, SaaS promotes multi-tenancy (MT) as a tool
to exploit economies of scale. This means that a single
application instance serves multiple customers. However,
even though multiple customers use the same instance each
of them has the impression that the instance is designated
only to them. This is achieved by isolating the tenants’ data
from each other [1].
In contrast to single-tenancy, MT has the advantage that ITInfrastructure may be used most efﬁciently as it is possible
to host as many tenants as possible on the same instance.
Thus, operational and maintenance cost of the application
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III. A NALYSIS OF R EQUIREMENTS TOWARDS
M IXED - TENANCY D ESCRIPTION

tenant 2, for example, only wants to share an instance
with European companies but not with competitors.
3) AC 3 is handling very sensitive data. Thus, tenants
will require quite restrictive deployments. Tenant 2,
for example, stated that they do not wish to share an
instance with competitors and only with companies
from the USA.
4) Tenant 6 is special in the sense that they demand a
single instance for their private use of every AC.

In order to come up with a model to capture the constraints customers may have towards their mixed-tenancy
deployment, it is necessary to start by analyzing what the
model is supposed to be able to capture.
A. Levels of Deployment
The ﬁrst step is to analyze what the model is going to
be used for, once it has been created. In order to do that it
is worthwhile to take a look at what a deployment has to
look like. Since this is what shall be created based on the
requirements expressed by the model.
The goal of this work is to deploy composite SaaSApplications following the mixed-tenancy paradigm. MT
refers to have multiple tenants sharing one instance of an
application and the underlying infrastructure stack. A singletenancy application, on the other hand, is only used by one
tenant. It may, however, be possible that the Service Provider
chooses to have tenants share some of the infrastructure
stack (e.g. shared virtual infrastructure).
It is the goal of this work to allow customers to express
their deployment constraints for different layers of the
infrastructure stack. These are referred to as Deployment
Levels (DL). A DL is an infrastructure layer for which
the Service Provider wishes to realize mixed-tenancy. There
may be one to many chosen by the Service Provider. For
each, customers may express their deployment constraints.
Similar to the infrastructure stack, the DLs are structured
as a stack, each having none or one predecessor (lower)
and none or one successor (next higher) DL. An example
DL-Stack may be AC, Application Server, Virtual Machine,
Virtual Infrastructure. If an infrastructure layer may become
a DL depends on whether the following requirements are
met:
1) A Deployment Level for ACs needs to be deﬁned: This
work is dedicated to composite SaaS-Applications. Thus,
its requirement is mandatory to realize the mixed-tenancy
approach.
2) It is possible to create multiple instances of the Deployment Level: This is mandatory since the basic idea of
this work is to increase privacy by separating tenants.
3) The predecessor (lower) Deployment Level shall be
able to run multiple instances of the current Deployment
Level simultaneously: The requirement is necessary, as
otherwise it would not be possible for the tenants to express
their constraints for every DL independently. An example
where this requirement cannot be met is Operating System
over a Virtual Machine. This is due to the fact that a
Virtual Machine will not be able to run multiple Operating
Systems simultaneously. In case the Deployment Levels,
Application Server and Virtual Machine were created, it
would be possible that a customer with the requirements of

The example will be discussed in more detail in Section VI
to conclude the paper.
This paper’s contribution is a semantic model that allows
customers to describe their constraints towards a mixedtenancy deployment. Furthermore, this paper will demonstrate how the information of which tenants may actually
share a speciﬁc AC can be extracted from that kind of model.
In order to come up with such a model, right after a
discussion about related work, the paper starts by analyzing requirements customers may have and illustrating how
such a model may be used. Based on these discussions a
realization of the model is introduced. At the end the entire
model will be applied to an example in order to demonstrate
its capabilities.

II. R ELATED W ORK
SaaS in general and the conﬁguration issues and
challenges related to it were explored in [3]. The aspect
of functional variability has been discussed in some work.
As, for example, in [1] the author discusses bringing
such ﬂexibility to the process layer of process-based,
service-oriented SaaS-Applications. This is done by
creating variability descriptors that are transformed into a
BPEL process model. In [4] an approach is presented to
describe variability for SaaS-Applications. This approach
can systematically describe variability points and their
relationships, and assures the quality of the conﬁguration
inputs made by the customers. This work focuses on
the creation of descriptions of functional variability.
Furthermore, there are approaches with the goal to realize
MT that meets privacy and performance requirements.
In [5], for example, a framework for multi-tenant aware
SaaS-Applications including data isolation, performance
isolation or conﬁguration is described. Our approach in
contrast allows the customer to give input for how and with
whom their ACs are deployed. Data security is achieved as
tenants do not share the same AC instances. To the best of
our knowledge there is no similar approach. A ﬁrst plump
attempt has been published in [6]. In addition, approaches
that realize tenants’ isolation on an MT instance may be
applied.
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not sharing the same Application Server requirement may
still share the same Virtual Machine with other tenants.
4) Sharing of data between different Instances of the same
Deployment Level shall be establishable, if necessary: In
order to have a working application it may be necessary
that the instances of a particular DL may share data. An
obvious example for this is creating a DL for Application
Components. In this case all instances that are used by the
same tenant will need to share data. A more challenging
example is an Application Server. The Application Server
Instances that belong to the same tenant (and thereby to the
user) will need to share the session data in order to function
properly.
However, there may be DLs where a communication may
not be necessary (e.g. Virtual Machine or stateless ACs). In
this case this requirement does not need to be considered.

Deployment Level. Since it can be used to specify which
speciﬁc customers want to share the same AC instance that
allows collaboration, for example by deactivating isolation
of an MT component.
4) Black Hybrid: In this deployment model customers
can specify with which other tenants they do not want to be
deployed. A real customer demand that can be fulﬁlled using
this model is that a customer demands not to be deployed
with competitors (without speciﬁcally specifying who they
are).
5) Gray Hybrid: This deployment model allows customers to do both, specify with whom they want to be
deployed and with whom they do not wish to be deployed.
This model allows customers the most freedom to describe
their constraints towards the deployment. Thus, the model
allows customers to specify, for example, that they want
to share an instance only with tenants from a speciﬁc
geographic region but not their competitors.

B. Deployment Models
For every AC and Deployment Level (DL) the customers
may choose the Deployment Model in which they want it to
run in. A Deployment Model may be deﬁned as a blueprint
of a deployment. It deﬁnes the characteristics of if or how
tenants will be able to express their deployment constraints.
As discussed in the previous Section, it is necessary for
customers to make that choice multiple times, since it needs
to be deﬁned for every DL. The same Deployment Model
may be applied to multiple (or even all) ACs and/or multiple
(or even all) levels of deployment. This means it is possible
to specify that the entire application is shared freely with
other tenants, on all DL. The following are the Deployment
Models that shall be supported by the model.
1) Private: Following this deployment model, an instance
is deployed speciﬁcally for a single tenant (no sharing). If
applied to the AC Deployment Level the entire application
stops being a pure MT application since this deployed AC
does not need to support MT anymore. In fact, it would be
possible that a customer demands that all ACs are deployed
following the private model. This would lead to a singletenancy deployment of an MT application. If another model
would be chosen for lower Deployment Levels, it would still
be possible for the Service Provider to do some resource
usage optimization.
2) Public: This deployment model allows a free number
of tenants to share the same instance. The tenants have no
inﬂuence on with whom they are deployed. As this is the
easiest way for the operator to deploy the application, it is
supposed to be the cheapest for the customer.
3) White Hybrid: This deployment model allows customers to specify with which speciﬁc tenants or groups
of tenants they feel comfortable to share instances. An
application of this might be that a company demands that
only individual companies, belonging to the same company group share an instance. Furthermore, this deployment
model allows to manage collaboration if applied to the AC

C. Groups
Some of the previously deﬁned Deployment Models provide the ability to the customer to explicitly specify with
which other tenants they wish or do not wish to share. This
inclusion and exclusion, however, shall not only be done
based on individual tenants. In fact, it shall be possible to
exclude or include entire groups of tenants. A Group may
be deﬁned as an entity to which a collection of tenants
may be associated. Each Group represents a communality
that all associated tenants share. For example, it would
be possible to create a group that represents a particular
industry (e.g. IT, TC, Pharmaceutical). This group may then
be used to associate all tenants that belong to this particular
industry. Thus, it is possible to realize the requirement that
a tenant wishes not to share infrastructure with competitors,
by excluding the particular industries this tenant operates in.
D. Dimensions
The previous Section grouped tenants according to the
industries they operate in. This industry-based grouping is
only one possible way of grouping tenants. In fact there are a
lot of others possible. The ways of grouping tenants, we refer
to as Dimensions. A Dimension is deﬁned as a collection
of commonalities that contribute to the same subject. It
is realized by a collection of Groups. There shall be one
to many dimensions possible. Since they may be different
depending on the application, this work is not limited to any
particular Dimension. In fact, we assume that the Service
Providers decide which dimensions are needed. It shall be
possible to organize the groups realizing the same dimension
as tree-structure (where the root is the dimension). The lower
right part of Figure 2 illustrates this structure. As visualized
by the ﬁgure it is possible that groups have sub-groups
that are a sub-set of them. The advantage of structuring
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groups like that is that it is possible to gain a much ﬁnergrained categorizing of tenants. An example would be a
tenant being part of a certain sub-industry that belongs to
a particular industry (e.g. banks or insurances within the
ﬁnance industry). Once customers express to include or
exclude a particular group they will also include or exclude
all groups that are a sub-group of them as well as all tenants
associated (transitive including groups/tenants).

The previous Section discussed the requirements tenants may have towards the description of mixed-tenancy
deployments. This Section, however, starts to present the
solution approach of the description problem. It discusses
the application of the model by describing the process of
how the constraints are deﬁned. This is done by discussing
the necessary steps that belong to the process.

the number of groups realizing each dimension. It is up to
the Service Provider to determine the speciﬁc Dimensions
they want to provide to their customers. This allows the
Service Provider the chance to take the requirements of their
customers into account and deﬁne dimensions according
to their needs. Once the Dimensions have been deﬁned,
creation of groups needs to be done based on the target
customer base. Since groups will represent the commonalities that customers may have, the target customer base will
give some insight on which groups may be necessary (e.g.
industries in which the customers are expected to operate in).
The level of abstraction groups represent, however, needs to
be determined by the Service Provider. For the “Industry”
example, it would be possible to create a speciﬁc group for
Banking and Insurance, or a generic one for Finance. Of
course it would also be possible to create the groups Banking
and Insurance that are subgroups of a Finance Group.
How the Service Provider deﬁnes the Groups has an impact
on how well resources may be utilized. This is due to the fact
that the more precise customers may express their constraints
the less restrictive will their deployments be in the end. An
example for this is a customer that does not want to be
deployed with banks. If there is such a group, the exclusion
is limited to tenants that are banks. If the Service Provider
only creates a ﬁnance group, the customer will exclude a
higher number of tenants, which leaves the Service Provider
with less space for optimization. Thus, it is in the interest
of the Service Provider to have very detailed means of
categorizing tenants within dimensions.

A. Customizing

B. Tenant Grouping

It was an objective of this work to create a model that is
as generic as possible, in order to be applicable to a variety
of applications. This is why this ﬁrst step of the application
process deals with the customization of the model to the
speciﬁc application that is supposed to be offered. Thus,
this step is performed by the Service Provider.
1) Deployment Level Deﬁnition: This activity’s purpose
is the deﬁnition of the DLs. For this the requirements
stated in Section III-A need to be fulﬁlled. Furthermore,
it was stated that tenants will have the ability to express
their deployment constraints for every DL. Thus, Service
Providers should only create DLs for those infrastructure
layers for which they want to permit constraints for. There
is no restriction to the number of DLs that may be created.
However, the creation of DLs has impact on how optimal
available resources may be utilized.
2) Dimension and Group Deﬁnition: Based on Dimensions and Groups tenants may exclude or include other
tenants from the sharing of resources (was discussed in
Section III-C and III-D). The goal of this activity is the
deﬁnition of those dimensions and the groups that realize
them. For this the model only provides the framework, it
does not give a restriction to the number of dimensions or

The second step of the process is called tenant grouping.
Similar to the previous step it is also executed by the
Service Provider. Its goal is to categorize all tenants that
wish to use the application. This means that it is necessary to
execute this step every time a new tenant is introduced to the
system or the data of an existing one changes. Each tenant
needs to be assigned to at least one group per dimension
(may be done transitively). This is due to the fact that
otherwise it would not be certain that excluding a particular
group may actually result in excluding all tenants with this
commonality.
This process step appears easy at ﬁrst glance, however, it is
not, once looked at closer. The tenant grouping is a crucial
step in order to create data on which constraints may be
deﬁned. If this data is ﬂawed, constraints deﬁned by tenants
may not be properly realized. For example, it may be possible that an Asian company is not associated to the Asian
group (neither directly nor transitively), so an exclusion
of the Asian group will not lead to a deployment without
this particular customer. Such problems (ﬂawed data) may
appear due to a wide variety of reasons. For example, a
company may extend or limit their area of business (e.g.
regionally or industry wise), two companies may merge, or

E. Virtual Tenants
It was just stated that tenants shall be able to explicitly
include or exclude speciﬁc tenants. This may be a problem
as a tenant might want to exclude companies that are not
tenants yet. The idea of this work is to tackle this problem
with the goal of keeping customer base secret. This may be
accomplished by introducing the concept of virtual tenants.
A virtual tenant is a company that is not yet a customer of
the application. Once a company becomes a tenant of the
application, it may be transformed to a regular tenant by
keeping all previously speciﬁed constraints valid.
IV. P ROCESS OF C USTOMERS ’ C ONSTRAINT DEFINITION
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Figure 2.

Description of the Requirement
Figure 3. OWL-Model that allows to describe customers’ deployment
constraints (ﬁgure does not capture isCustomer data property)

it might be possible that a company speciﬁcally tries to ﬂaw
data in order to be deployed with a competitor.
In order to avoid such things it is crucial that validation
processes and techniques are established that guarantee data
validity. This is out of scope for this work as it is limited to
the techniques on how these requirements may be described.

D. Deployment Information Extraction
Once all tenants have expressed their constraints for all
ACs they use on all levels, it is possible to extract the
information that is needed for calculating valid deployments.
The information needed to do so is whether two tenants are
allowed to share infrastructure or not. This is only the case
if neither one of them has constraints that express that they
shall not share resources. This information may easily be
represented per AC and DL by an undirected graph (nodes
represent tenants and edges represent whether two tenants
may share infrastructure or not). Such a graph is needed for
every AC, once per Deployment Level (Number of graphs =
Number of Deployment Levels × Number of ACs). All those
graphs shall automatically be created once all constraints
have been described by the tenants. Since they represent an
input for the algorithm calculating a consistent and optimal
algorithm.

C. Constraint Deﬁnition
It is the purpose of this Section to put previous discussions
about Dimensions, Groups, Grouping, and Deployment Levels together and discusses how customers may express their
constraints for a deployment of a particular component.
Figure 2 gives an example. In order to describe the deployment constraints the customer has to start by picking
a deployment model. Then the tenant has to specify to
which AC (or ACs) and to which Deployment Level(s) the
deployment shall apply. Based on this the ﬁnal step is to
assign deployment model speciﬁc constraints. For a public or
private deployment there is nothing to do since the selection
of the Deployment Model already speciﬁes completely how
infrastructure may be shared. For other deployment models,
however, it is necessary to give more information. For a Gray
Hybrid, for example, it is necessary to speciﬁcally specify
which groups or tenants shall be excluded and which shall
be included. Figure 2 indicates this by the deployment called
“GrayHybridDeployment”, which is for tenant 1, deploying
AC 1 and applying to DL 1. In this example tenant 1
speciﬁes that they want to share an instance only with tenants
associated to Group 1.1. Furthermore, they express that they
do not want to share this instance with tenants associated
to Group 2.1. According to the speciﬁcation of the Gray
Hybrid model this means that tenant 1 only wants to share
an instance with tenants associated to the groups 1.1, 2.2,
. . . , 2.n.
As discussed in Section III-A it may be necessary that a
tenant speciﬁes the deployment of an AC multiple times.
This is why in the example of ﬁg. 2 tenant 1 speciﬁes two
deployments of AC 1, one which is on deployment level 1
and one which is on deployment level 2.

V. R EALIZATION USING S EMANTIC W EB
T ECHNOLOGIES
In the previous Sections the requirements and the process
to describe customer constraints towards mixed-tenancy have
been analyzed.
This Section’s purpose is to demonstrate how the model
may be implemented using Semantic Web Technologies. The
advantage of using these technologies lies in the structure
of the groups and the transitive exclusion and inclusion.
This may very easily be described using Semantic Web
Technologies. This is discussed in the ﬁrst part of this
Section. Furthermore, these technologies provide a very
easy and straight forward way to extract the deployment
information.
A. Introduction of the OWL Model
The OWL-model illustrated by ﬁgure 3 was created based
on the requirements that were analyzed in previous Sections.
It consists of the classes AC, Tenant, Level, Group, and
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Dimension which all represent the entities that were discussed in previous Sections. In addition, there is a property
called isRealizedBy between Dimension and Group. It is
used to associate groups to the dimensions they belong to.
Another important element is the class called Deployment.
This class is the domain of the three properties of, for,
and onLevel. These three properties serve to determine
which tenant speciﬁes the deployment, which ACs are in the
deployment, and to which Deployment Level it shall apply
to. Furthermore, Deployment has ﬁve sub-classes (Private,
Public, White, Black, and Gray). Each of those represents
a particular deployment model. This expresses that once an
object of Gray is created it is also of type Deployment.
In order to capture virtual tenants (discussed in Section
III-E) the isCustomer (Domain: Tenant) data property is
used. It allows the creation of virtual tenants by stetting
it to false.
In Section IV-A2 it was discussed that it shall be possible
to structure groups as directed graphs without cycles. This
is realized in this model by applying the composite pattern
[7]. First, there is a super-class for Tenant and Group called
Entity. In Section IV-C it was deﬁned that any time a
group is excluded or included all groups that are sub-sets
to this group shall be excluded or included as well. Thus,
both properties are deﬁned transitively and, thereby, will
include and exclude down to the leaves of the tree. Further,
both properties’ ranges are deﬁned as Entity. The domain
of property Includes is deﬁned as: “Group or GrayHybrid
or WhiteHybrid”, and for property ‘Excludes: “Group or
GrayHybrid or BlackHybrid”. This is due to the fact that
the White Hybrid deployment model may include tenants,
the Black Hybrid model may exclude, and the Gray Hybrid
model may do both. Both properties are super-properties to
the property hasSubSet. Using this property it is possible to
create the desired structure of groups and it is possible to
assign tenants to groups.
Based on the model it is possible for the OWL-Reasoner
to exclude or include all groups according to the structure
deﬁned by the service provider. This is going to be demonstrated in Section VI where the model is applied to the
example.

excluded. Then in a second step a list of tenant-pairs are
retrieved saying these tenants may share the same resources.
1) Step 1: Introduction of “mayDeployTenant”-Property:
The ﬁrst step toward extraction of the deployment graph
is to introduce one additional property called “mayDeployTenant” to the model. Its purpose is to associate the tenants
that may be deployed together directly to every deployment
. This additional property is not simply the closure of the
transitive property “Includes” but also requires to remove
those tenants/groups that are excluded - depending on the
deployment model. Therefore, the following rules are described in an SWRL-like notation how “mayDeployTenant”
is introduced into the OWL model:
• Assigning the Owner Any deployment may always deploy the owner. This is expressed by: Deployment(?d)
∧ Tenant(?t) ∧ for(?d,?t) ⇒ mayDeployTenant(?d, ?t)
• Private A private deployment may only deploy the
owner. This has been taken care of.
• Public A public deployment may deploy any tenant that
is using the application, thus1 : Public(?d) ∧ Tenant(?t)
⇒ mayDeployTenant(?d, ?t)
• White Hybrid A white hybrid deployment may only
deploy tenants that are explicitly included. This rule
uses the closure of the transitive property “Includes”:
WhiteHybrid(?d) ∧ Tenant(?t) ∧ includes(?d, ?t) ⇒
mayDeployTenant(?d, ?t)
• Black Hybrid A black hybrid deployment may deploy
all tenants that are not explicitly excluded: BlackHybrid(?d) ∧ Tenant(?t) ∧(not excludes(?d, ?t)) ⇒
mayDeployTenant(?d, ?t)
• Gray Hybrid A gray hybrid deployment may deploy
tenants that are explicitly included and not excluded:
GrayHybrid(?d) ∧ Tenant(?t) ∧ includes(?d, ?t) ∧ (not
excludes(?d, ?t)) ⇒ mayDeployTenant(?d, ?t)
In the last two rules the negation “not” is used to indicate
that the property “Excludes” (and its transitive closure)
can not be derived between ?d and ?t. However, this form
of negation corresponds to Closed World Assumption, i.e.
the “not” is used as negation-as-failure. Because OWL
follows the Open World Assumption, the negation cannot
be implemented as OWL inferences. Therefore, these rules
are implemented with the help of JENA and SPARQL: the
(closed) pairs of “excludes(?d, ?t)” are retrieved with the
help of a SPARQL query and subtracted from the positive
pairs between ?d and ?t (retrieved with a second SPARQL
query).
2) Step 2: SPARQL-Queries to extract graph : Once
the “mayDeployTenant”-Property has been inserted in the
model, the desired deployment information of a given application component *AC* and level *L* may be extracted
by using the following SPARQL-Query.

B. Extraction of Graphs
The information necessary for the next step is whether
two tenants are allowed to share infrastructure, i.e. the
same application component at the same level. A feasible
representation for this information is an undirected graph
where nodes represent tenants and edges represent that they
may share infrastructure, as has been discussed in Section
IV-D. The information needs to be extracted from the OWLbased model with the help of a two-step process. In the
ﬁrst step the user-friendly speciﬁcations of all requirements
are completed by relating tenants (and not only groups) to
deployment models directly where they are not explicitly

1 This rule is not a mistake. Because of the deﬁnition of a public
deployment model, any tenant can be deployed to any public deployment.
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PREFIX ns: < nameSpace >
SELECT ?t1 ?t2 WHERE {
?t1 a ns:Tenant .
?t1 ns:isCustomer true .
?t2 a ns:Tenant .
?t2 ns:isCustomer true .
?deplyOfAC1 ns:deploymentOf *AC* .
?deplyOfAC2 ns:deploymentOf *AC* .
?deplyAC1 ns:deploymentFor ?t1 .
?deplyOfAC2 ns:deploymentFor ?t2 .
?deplyOfAC1 ns:mayDeployTenant ?t2 .
?deplyOfAC2 ns:mayDeployTenant ?t1 .
?deplyOfAC1 ns:onLevel *L* .
?deplyOfAC2 ns:onLevel *L*
}

Figure 4.

Tenant
T-1
T-2
T-3
T-4
T-5
T-6

The query returns a list of two tenants per line.
------------------| t1
| t2
|
===================
| ns:T-2 | ns:T-2 |
| ns:T-2 | ns:T-1 |
| ns:T-1 | ns:T-2 |
| ns:T-1 | ns:T-1 |
...

Description of the Example Dimensions and Groups

Industry
IT
Automotive
Automotive
Petrochemical
Automotive
TC, IT

Geographic
USA
USA
Hesse
Netherlands, England
Japan
Germany

Each tenant has been associated to at least one group
per dimension. However, more are possible (e.g. T-4 has
headquarters in England as well as in the Netherlands).
C. Customer Constraints

If two tenants are represented in one line this means that
they may be deployed together. This line is only gained if
both tenants have agreed to share infrastructure. In order to
be safe that even tenants, that have no connections to other
tenants are gained, every tenant will appear at least once,
associated to himself (A → A).

Before the customer constraints may be described it is
ﬁrst necessary to introduce which ACs are supposed to be
described. This is done in the following:
• AC1 is a component that handles insensitive data. Thus,
tenants will not use very restrictive deployments.
• AC2 handles data of which customers think differently.
Thus, here will be a mixture of different deployments
used.
• AC3 handles very sensitive data. Thus, most tenants
will desire very restrictive deployments.
Based on those ACs it is possible to capture customers’
constraints. These have been captured using the OWLModel. The following table 5 illustrates all constraints
tenants deﬁned for the three available ACs. Please notice
that T-4 speciﬁes that they do not wish to share an Instance
of AC2 with T-9, even though T-9 is not a customer. This
constraint is valid since T-9 was created as a virtual tenant
(Section III-E).

VI. E XAMPLE A PPLICATION
This chapter’s purpose is to discuss the presented model
by applying it to an example. In fact, the example has brieﬂy
been introduced in Section I. This chapter, however, will
discuss it in more detail. This example allows to demonstrate
all capabilities of the model and presents the extracted
deployment information.
A. Dimensions
As discussed in Section IV the ﬁrst step when using
the proposed model is that the Service Provider deﬁnes the
dimensions based on which tenants are going to be grouped.
For the example two dimensions were deﬁned: Industry
(in which tenants do business), and Geographic (in which
country do the companies have their head quarter). These
are depicted by ﬁgure 4.

D. Graph Extraction
Section V-B discussed how deployment information may
be extracted from the OWL-model. Figure 6 gives an
overview of the results. The ﬁgure represents the deployment
information as graphs (node = tenant, edge = may be
deployed together). It does that for each AC and level.
The following are some points that may be seen in the
resulting graphs:

B. Tenants and Grouping
The example assumes that there is a total of six tenants.
Each of the tenants has been grouped according to the two
dimensions. This is illustrated by the following table.
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directed graphs without cycles. Once dimensions are deﬁned
all tenants need to be associated to at least one group per
dimension. Based on this customers express their constraints
per AC and per level of deployment (Instance or Virtual
Machine) based on the ﬁve deployment models: Private,
Public, White Hybrid, Black Hybrid, and Gray Hybrid. To
be more precise, depending on the chosen deployment model
tenants may have the ability to exclude or include speciﬁc
tenants or groups of tenants. This allows tenants to express,
for example, that they wish to share a particular component
only with tenants from Europe but not with their competitors
(company operating in the same industry as they do).
Furthermore, the paper showed how the model may easily be
realized by utilizing technologies from the area of Semantic
Web. This includes the way how the pure deployment
information was extracted. The capabilities of the model
were demonstrated by applying it to an example.
Based on the presented approach the next step is to deﬁne
an algorithm that ﬁnds the most efﬁcient deployment of the
application that satisﬁes the operators’ needs.

Figure 5. Table displaying customers’ constraints towards the deployment
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